Carl Black Orlando Offers Limited-Time Early Upgrade Specials on Select Buick, Chevrolet, GMC Models

Early Upgrade Specials are currently available at the Orlando-area dealership from now until November 15

ORLANDO, Fla. (PRWEB) November 06, 2019 -- Carl Black Orlando is encouraging local drivers to upgrade to a new vehicle this November with their Early Upgrade Event. From now until November 15, qualifying buyers can take advantage of available upgrade specials on select Buick, Chevrolet and GMC models at the Orlando dealership.

Orlando drivers looking to upgrade their current set of wheels can find their perfect fit on the Carl Black Orlando dealership lot for an affordable price this November. During the Carl Black Orlando Early Upgrade Event select vehicles are listed at dramatically low prices to encourage shoppers to upgrade to a new vehicle.

To take advantage of the specials going on this November at Carl Black Orlando, customers must hold qualifying credit and select vehicles are subject to specific restrictions. A handful of specials available require that interested customers must currently have a non-GM vehicle in their household and others require that a GM lease must be currently active in the household. Residential restrictions apply for these Early Upgrade Events specials and customers must take delivery by December 2.

The inventory of new vehicles at Carl Black Orlando currently holds over 400 Buick, Chevrolet and GMC vehicles. Available models range from supercharged sports cars to midsize sedans to SUVs and trucks. A full range of models is included in the Early Upgrade Event, giving every shopper an opportunity to find the vehicle that is right for them.

Interested customers are encouraged to stop by the Carl Black Orlando dealership before November 15 to check out the Early Upgrade Event going on now. For more information about the event specials and available inventory, shoppers can visit the dealership online, https://www.carlblackoforlando.com/, or contact a member of the Carl Black Orlando sales team by phone, (888) 502-0763. Carl Black Orlando is located at 11500 E Colonial Dr, Orlando, FL 32817 and is open seven days a week.
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